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Attending: Naseem Khan (chair), Jalal Aziz (minutes), Leila McAlister, Judy Cox, Sabeha Miah, Jenny 
Bernard, Jean Locker,  
 
Observers: Alix McAlister, Robin Hatton-Gore, Marine Shah, Katrina Blannin, Laura Godfrey-Issacs  
 
1. Apologies: Finn Williams 

  
2. Minutes: the November 2009 minutes were accepted as an accurate record. 
 
3. Matters arising:   
 

Robin will take delivery of the ‘Arnold Computer’ in the next few weeks.  The computer will be used to 
manage the membership and to document photographs of the Circus. 

 
Leila will have lunch with Dan Pearson and Kate Gavron and will ask Dan if he would like to be a Patron. 
She has asked Joan Rose to be a Patron.  It was decided that a longer conversation should take place 
around Patrons at a later meeting. 
 

4. 2010 Programme Update  
 

Naseem reported the following results on our fundraising applications: 
 
Successful awards to date include: £1,000 from Bishopsgate, £500 each from Coopers and Gavron, 
£2000 from Canary Wharf, £8000 from Equality section of Tower Hamlets, £2000 from Garfield Weston, 
£5000 from St Katharine and Shadwell Trust. For gardening - Tower Hill Trust and the worshipful 
Company of Gardeners have granted £4,000 and £500 respectively. The trustees formally thanked 
Naseem for these successes. 
 
Results for applications to Trust for London, City Bridge Trust and LBTH Arts and Events are expected no 
later than April. 

 
Laura has raised £16K for the Picnic from the Arts Council as well as £500 from Spitalfields Music and 
either £1000 or £2000 (tbc) from Virginia School. She has also applied to the Heritage Lottery Fund.  

 
 Sharing Picnic 

Home Live Art organises community arts events in the South East and have been enlisted to produce the 
2010 picnic in partnership with the Friends.  Laura Godfrey-Isaacs, who runs the group, emphasised the 
shared principles between Friends and Home Live Art.  Her aim in producing the Picnic is to expand on 
the success of past picnics.  Food is to be the central theme.  A recipe book developed by local 
community members is planned and aspects of the history of the area will be incorporated into the book.  
Discussions are underway with the Bengali community to potentially demonstrate live cooking.  Laura 
proposed integrating a community fair into the picnic.  Discussions have taken place with Virginia School 
over their participation. Stalls should be based on sharing activities rather than selling for cash. Laura 
also proposed to take advantage of artistic representation in the community and to have more artists 
involved. 
 
Clare Patey will produce ideas for the decorative theme for the Picnic and will discuss them with the 
group at future meetings. 
 
For the cycle ride, Laura reported that she was working with two artists who create outlandish vehicles 
based on Victorian engineering principles.  A workshop is planned to be based at the Rochelle School 
garden on the day. Young men and boys will be invited to finish a part-made vehicle that will be paraded 
later in the day.  A further idea is to incorporate a ‘wacky races’ theme to lead into the cycle ride.  
Unicyclists could be incorporated.  Brass bands to be incorporated with the twist of playing songs from 
cultures that are represented in the community.  A further idea is to have a map for the event.  This would 
unfold to include newspaper content on the Friends.  If the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) award is 
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successful this will considerably expand the themes for picnic, with particular focus on community 
participation.   
 
Naseem stressed the focus is on continuity from what has been established and that workshops would 
lead up to the event itself.  Anxieties were raised that elderly folk should be targeted for their participation. 
Laura’s remit is centred on working with the local schools but consideration would be given to involving 
the elderly communities.   
 
Leila agreed that the inclusion of artists who had been so central to creating the tone of past picnics 
should be centrally involved. It was recommended that Maki and Abake - or possibly Alexander Battler -
should be asked if they could take charge of the fair element.   
 
Action: Laura to contact said individuals to make a proposal for organising the fair element 
 
Robin suggested inviting the Gamelan Orchestra for the picnic.  However it was felt that they would be a 
better fit for the Music Road event.  Jean suggested the theme of tea and cake, a theme that marked the 
success of a recent event at Shoreditch Town Hall.  Jenny reminded the group of the successful cob oven 
at last year’s picnic.  These points were noted by Laura who would consider them in further planning. 
 
Naseem suggested a sub group for the Picnic which would allow a forum for artists and folks to get 
involved in planning individual events.  It was agreed that a meeting would take place with Clare Patey 
once she had formulated her ideas for the overall concept.  
 
Alix highlighted the need to have a strong base of volunteers to steward the events.  She and Marine are 
meeting to plan an overall volunteers’ strategy. Laura noted that the HLF application had a segment to 
build a volunteer group. Home will be responsible for organising volunteers for the Picnic and Spitalfields 
for Music Road..  

 
Music Road 
 
Naseem has circulated an event summary written by Ed McKeon who is producing the event for 
Spitalfields Music in partnership with the Friends.  The event is due on Sunday 13 June 2010.  The day 
will begin with the Calling at 10:30 in Shoreditch Church which will feature the changing sounds of three 
faiths, Jewish, Christian, and Muslim. The Music Road itself will start from 12 noon along Calvert Avenue 
leading to Arnold Circus.  Brass, folk and indie bands will feature, plus a ‘musical treasure hunt’ of micro-
performances and a magical workshop showing how to make musical instruments from vegetables and 
household kitchen items – plan to bring your own! 
 
This event will also have a number of satellite workshops attached, including: 
 
• One workshop in school prior to 13th June 
• 13th June – Music Road, 12noon – 2pm 
• One workshop between 13th June & 18th July 
• 18th July – Arnold Circus Sharing Picnic (time tbc) 
 
The school is Virginia Primary School, which is adjacent to the bandstand. However, the committee felt 
that it would be good to widen the scope and involve Columbia School too. 
 
It was agreed that Bandstand Busking would be welcomed whenever they feel they would like to turn up, 
but that it would be counter to their ethos to programme them in a formal way. 
 
Arnold Music 
Sam Lee’s written report outlined his plans for the concerts he is producing, starting with Pavilion Brass 
Band, 23rd May.  He suggested June 13th Long Notes, Kazoo on June 13th, Turkish music (Cigdem 
Alsam) in July 4th, Bengali music on August 4th and finally klezmer and The Gadjo Club on September 
19th. He is also pursuing a band (Celebrating Sanctuary) made up of refugee musicians. 
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Carrom 
 
Shenaz Rashid is running a LBTH Collaboration between three local primary schools and Bethnal Green 
Technology College. Its aim is to get pupils, staff and parents from each to mix and form parental 
involvement and to ease the transition of primary school pupils up to the large BGTC.  
 
Naseem reported that Shenaz had offered to build a broad base for carom involvement.  She would 
facilitate formation of carom clubs at schools in the scheme.  She would also fund equipment and trainers 
as well as a four-week concentrated carom course at St Hilda’s, again for all schools. She could not fund 
an organiser since it was beyond her remit. It was hoped however that the broad base would result in 
parents taking charge of the event in 2011. 
 
Discussion took place whether Carrom would still take place this year.  It was dependent on finding an 
organiser, but if found, it would go ahead.  Alix noted that Mr Mujibur, who judged last year’s carom may 
have an interest.  Action: Alix to provide Naseem contact details for Mr Mujibur 
 
100 Days/100 Events 
 
Finn had sent a message that he had had a good meeting with people interested in the technology of the 
noticeboard but that he has not had time to progress this project further yet. 
 

5. Finance – Controls and procedures 
 
Sabeha has circulated a Financial Controls Policy which was welcomed by the trustees.  This policy 
outlines the formal controls and procedures for accounting and expenses control. 
 
It was agreed that the Friends would not subscribe to debit cards as it was easier to rely on BACs 
transfers for payments.    Although BACS transfers can be set up so that two people have to process 
them, it was agreed that it was better to have a single processor (the Treasurer) to aid efficiency.  
Payments will be backed by bank statements and audit controls within the bank account.  Monthly 
reporting will also strengthen audit trail. Cheques will continue to have two signatories.  
 

6. Renovation Update 
 

Leila reported that planning permission was still to be approved by the Government of London, after 
which work could not start for another three weeks.  
 
Although it was scheduled to be finished by the start of May, should it overrun, it was decided that 
Rochelle should be asked if the May 23rd event could take place there. 

 
7. Patrons’ Dinner 
 

Due to constraints on her time, Leila, who has graciously organised the dinner for the past two years, is 
unable to run it this winter.  Discussion took place as to whether to have a dinner this year, and 
consensus was reached to postpone it till September. 

 
8. AOB 
 

Membership Database 
Katrina reported that she will be handing on the management of the database to Robin.  Henry has also 
suggested using a membership management service called Campaign Monitor.  Jenny has experience of 
using this service and recommends it.  It would entail a small cost to issue emails, but initial calculations 
showed this would be no more than £100 per year.  It was agreed to trail it for one year. 
 
The trustees warmly thanked Katrina for her efforts in managing the membership to date. 
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LBGT Week 
The Equality Unit at LBTH have asked for our involvement in the Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transexual Week 
towards the end of February.  It was agreed this should be supported and it was suggested that a 
membership stall could be manned.  Naseem and Robin volunteered to run it. 
 
Action: Naseem to follow-up with the Equality team 
 

9. Date of next meeting 
 

25 February at 6:50 pm, Leila’s Café 17 Calvert Avenue. 


